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Six foot social-distancing will not always be enough for COVID-19
Virus travel can be affected by air movements and how forcefully people speak, data show

A sign in a Vancouver, Canada, park warns pedestrians to stay two meters (six feet) apart to avoid coronavirus
infection. But that may not be far enough to be safe under all conditions.
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In February, a man in Chicago, Ill., brought food to two friends who had recently lost a family member.
He hugged them, too. T he next day, the man went to the funeral. T here, he comforted other mourners.
He also shared a potluck meal with others. A few days later, he attended a family birthday party.
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During this time, the man had mild respiratory symptoms. Later he would learn he had COVID-19. His
acts of condolence and celebration set off a chain reaction that sickened at least 16 people. T hree would
end up dying.

Explainer: What is a coronavirus?

At the time, the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19 had not yet spread widely in the Chicago area.
Social-distancing measures, therefore, were not yet in place.

T his case now serves as a cautionary tale, researchers reported April 8 in Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report. T he viral spread in this incident reinforces why people should keep their distance from anyone
outside their immediate household. But how much distance is enough to keep from spreading the
coronavirus?

Six feet (or two meters) has become the standard recommendation. T he World Health Organization and
other experts say that SARS-CoV-2 is spread mainly by large droplets sprayed when people cough or
sneeze. T hese can spew virus particles onto any surface. Touching those surfaces can infect someone.
So that 6-foot separation — and frequent hand-washing — was thought to be enough to stop or at
least slow the virus’s spread.

How much do masks help against COVID-19?

New data now challenge that.

If the virus spreads through the air, as scientists now think it may, people may be infected simply by
inhaling the virus in tiny droplets of spit released as someone talks or breathes.

How far away must we be to avoid that? No one yet knows. It likely depends on many factors. T hese
could include whether people are inside or out. Or how loudly they are speaking. Or whether they are
wearing masks. Or how well-ventilated a room is. It even can depend upon how far the virus can fly.
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Say it, spray it

When people cough or sneeze, a cloud of droplets of various sizes leaves the mouth or nose, notes
Lydia Bourouiba. T he same is true when they exhale, talk or sing. A fluid dynamicist, Bourouiba works
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge. T here she studies the movement of fluids.
T his includes air and what it carries. Most computer models of droplet behavior have considered big and
small droplets separately. And when it comes to transmitting viruses and other germs, researchers
have worried mainly about bigger droplets. T hese are ones 5 to 10 micrometers in diameter — about
the width of a strand of hair — or larger.

Explainer: What is a computer model?

Bigger drops can pack in more germs. T hat gives them a greater chance to infect someone. But bigger
droplets also are heavier. So they fall out of the air fairly quickly. Such droplets are thought to rarely
travel more than a meter or two (1 to 2 yards) before hitting the ground or other surface.

Sure, someone could cough or sneezes right in your face. But researchers don’t think that’s how most
people catch the virus, notes Qingyan Chen. He’s a mechanical engineer at Purdue University in West
Lafayette, Ind. His work has been focusing on how infectious diseases spread. Indirect contact might
occur when an infected person uses their hand to cover a cough or a sneeze, then touches an object. If
an uninfected person now handles that door knob, cup or pen, the virus could transfer to the healthy
person’s hands. An unwitting nose scratch, eye rub or finger-food snack could then infect the new
person.

T hat’s why handwashing is so important.

Breathing in smaller airborne droplets exhaled or coughed out may also cause infection. Known as
aerosols, these tiny droplets have a hard time overcoming drag (friction) from the air. So they are
thought to hang around within a meter (a few feet) of where they were released.

Hence the six-foot rule: It was thought to be far enough to be safe from both occasional long-range spit
bullets and invisible clouds of smaller particles.
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If you’re close enough to elbow-bump a greeting, you’re not keeping a 2-meter (6-foot) distance. At this distance, tiny
spit aerosols expelled by talking can easily reach another’s face.
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But maybe not

In fact, droplets spewed from the lungs come in a broad range of sizes. Some are big enough to see with
the naked eye. Others are too small for that. Droplets of all sizes can churn through the air, moving as a
turbulent cloud, Bourouiba notes.

“T his cloud, in fact, changes everything about the dispersal of the drops that you don’t really see,” she
says. Breathing, coughing or sneezing propels forward the warm, moist exhaled air within that
turbulent cloud. T hat can now ferry viruses much farther than had been thought. In the case of a
sneeze, droplets can travel up to eight meters (23 to 27 feet). Bourouiba presented recent data on
this March 26 in JAMA. Even small droplets may therefore spread throughout a room.

Indeed, she concludes: “T here’s no reason to believe that the virus only stays in those [droplets] that
fall close by.”
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Coughs also can propel droplets beyond six feet, evidence suggests. Eric Savory is a fluid mechanics
engineer at the University of Western Ontario in London, Canada. Over three flu seasons, his team
persuaded sick people to cough into a large box. T he goal was to measure how fast and far a cough
would spew viruses. Some volunteers had been sick with the flu. Others had respiratory syncytial virus
or cold-causing coronaviruses. Some came back after they were feeling better to cough for science
again.

See all our coverage of the new coronovirus outbreak

Even a meter (yard) from the mouth, coughs are traveling at about a meter per second, the researchers
discovered. “It’s not a speed you can avoid by turning your head away,” Savory notes. Volunteers who
were either ill, recovered or healthy all coughed at about the same velocity. Results of the study will
appear in an upcoming issue of Indoor Air.

Small droplets do slow down as they get farther from the mouth, Savory says. But his data don’t suggest
what’s a safe distance. One can simply assume that “you’re lessening your risk [of infection] the farther
you are away from someone.”

Size matters

Drops holding infectious SARS-CoV-2 particles can hang around in the air for hours. T hat’s the finding of
a March 17 study in the New England Journal of Medicine. In a lab experiment, researchers used a
machine to spew tiny aerosols containing the new coronavirus. Even three hours later, some of those
aerosols were still floating in the air. And the viruses in them were still infectious.

T hat’s not surprising, says William Ristenpart. He’s a chemical engineer at the University of California,
Davis. If someone on one side of a large room lights a cigarette, puts on perfume or opens a box of
chocolate chip cookies, the smell eventually reaches the other side of the room. “It’s not because [the
smoker/perfume wearer/cookie eater is] coughing,” he says. Turbulence created by the mixing of air
carries the aerosol around the room.

Coronavirus most contagious before and right after symptoms emerge

Ristenpart studies whether flu and other lung infections can spread through the air. COVID-19’s
contagiousness is one clue that it might, he says. Researchers at the U.S. National Academies of Science,
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Engineering and Medicine also concluded in an April 1 report that SARS-CoV-2 might spread through the
air.

Add to that the fact that people can spread the virus before they develop symptoms — or without ever
developing symptoms. In fact, COVID-19 may be most contagious one to two days before symptoms
appear. T hat’s before people know they are sick.

For instance, almost half of people in Iceland who tested positive for COVID-19 didn’t have
symptoms when they were diagnosed. T his finding comes from an April 14 report in the New England
Journal of Medicine. Many of these people would likely have shown symptoms later, says Kári
Stefánsson. He founded deCODE Genetics. It’s a company based in Iceland’s capital city that is screening
everyone in that country who wants a test.

By definition, people who don’t have symptoms are not coughing. Or sneezing. But they do talk and
breathe.

And sing.

Researchers measured the velocity of coughs. Even a meter away from the mouth, droplets in the center of the cough
cloud are moving at about a meter per second (green). These speeds suggest keeping six feet distance from other
people may not be enough to prevent the virus from spreading in a cough.

Watch droplets in a cough speed through the air | Science NewsWatch droplets in a cough speed through the air | Science News
Watch laterWatch later ShareShare
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Singing to the choir

Aerosols released as people sing may have led the coronavirus to spread to 45 members of the Skagit
Valley Chorale in Washington state. T wo of them died.

T he singers practiced together on March 3 and 10. T his was before their state issued a stay-at-home
order. It also was before Skagit County had any known COVID-19 cases. Choir members said they kept a
six-foot distance from each other. No one seemed sick. But at least one person must have carried the
virus.  By belting out tunes, whistling and talking to one another, infected choir members may have
propelled the virus into each other’s safety zones.

“A good singer knows how to use all the air in their lungs,” says Donald Milton. He’s an infectious
disease specialist. He works at the University of Maryland School of Public Health, in College Park.
Belting out that air may also belt out viruses. And breaths taken between phrases by uninfected people
may have sucked lots of those viruses deeply into their lungs.

Even just talking face-to-face with an infected person who has no symptoms may be enough to spread
the virus. T hat’s what William Ristenpart at UC Davis and his colleagues propose in an April 3 paper. It
appears in Aerosol Science and Technology. Standing six feet apart might cause people to raise their
voices to be heard. And talking louder produces more droplets, his group reported last year in Scientific
Reports. T hat’s why he now argues that there’s “a compelling case” to be made that just talking can
share infectious viruses.

A new study out of the National Institutes of Health, in Bethesda, Md., supports that idea. It showed
that talking releases hundreds of big, wet droplets into the air. In the April 15 New England Journal of
Medicine, its authors describe using lasers to visualize those droplets. Ironically, they note, “stay
healthy” is a phrase that sprays a lot of saliva.

But that study was not capable of measuring drops smaller than 20 micrometers across, notes Matthew
Meselson of Harvard University in Cambridge, Mass. He was not an author of that study. But he did
offer a commentary on it that appeared in the same April 15 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.
T hat minimum size is about the width of a strand of hair. Other studies, he notes, have shown that
talking produces thousands of aerosols from the lungs for every saliva droplet from the mouth.

It’s too early to tell whether aerosols and big droplets produce different severities of infection,
Meselson says. T he pandemic may change how doctors and scientists view the way that respiratory
viruses tend to spread, he says. Indeed, he concludes: “I think we’ll find we really were behind the curve
when it comes to thinking about how disease is transmitted through the air.”
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The new normal? Face masks limit someone’s ability to spew virus. And that’s good, because aerosols can hang in
the air for hours, new data show, circulating throughout a room.
KAR N D EC H PH AN/ISTO C K/G ETTY IMAG ES PLU S

Going with the flow

Airflow is a big factor in how far droplets — and viruses — spread, says Chen, the Purdue mechanical
engineer. Indoors, heating and air conditioning units may draw virus-laden air toward certain parts of a
room. But as these systems draw in fresh air, they may also exhaust stale air containing viruses and
other particles. T his creates a continual flow of air through a room. Ceiling fans and other fans can set
up even stronger air flow patterns around a room. Such factors may make it hard to figure out where
best to hide from a virus.

It’s a good idea to keep six feet between grocery-store shoppers. Yet there’s nothing magic about that
number when it comes to safety, Meselson says. “It’s better than two feet, and 10 feet is better than
six.”

Keep in mind, aerosols can linger in air long after a sick shopper has gone home. T hey can potentially
infect workers or people who visit the store later. Advises Meselson, “Try not to go into any enclosed
space if you have any reason to believe there was an infected person inside.”



Outside, six feet is probably safer, says Bourouiba. T his likely true if both people are wearing masks,
have no symptoms and are only talking.

Savory, the Western University engineer who studies coughs, agrees. “T he [6-foot] advice that is being
given is really sound,” he says. “T his distance dramatically reduces the transmission capability of this
virus and indeed any virus. If you want to be more safe, you should stay away as far as you can.”

Six feet also may be okay for the huffs and puffs of exercise. True, runners risk stepping into another
person’s cloud of exhaled air. However, outdoor breezes may quickly blow those clouds away.

Top 10 tips to stay safe during an epidemic

“When you’re walking, you’re walking through your exhaled breath with every step, but it’s quite well
diluted,” notes Julian Tang. He’s a virologist and fluid dynamicist at the University of Leicester. T hat’s in
England. T here is little side-to-side air movement of air. So stepping off a path as someone walks by
should carry little risk, he says.

But the idea of a “safe” distance outdoors depends on if, and which way, the wind is blowing. A breeze
may carry virus-laden breath farther than six feet, Milton says. “If there’s a strong breeze blowing,
probably nobody should be downwind from each other.”

Power Words
More About Power Words

aerosol: A group of tiny particles suspended in air or gas. Aerosols can be natural, such as fog or gas from
volcanic eruptions, or artificial, such as smoke from burning fossil fuels.

behavior: The way something, often a person or other organism, acts towards others, or conducts itself.

chain reaction: An event that once started continues to keep itself going.

chemical: A substance formed from two or more atoms that unite (bond) in a fixed proportion and structure.
For example, water is a chemical made when two hydrogen atoms bond to one oxygen atom. Its chemical
formula is H O. Chemical also can be an adjective to describe properties of materials that are the result of
various reactions between different compounds.

chemical engineer: A researcher who uses chemistry to solve problems related to the production of food,
fuel, medicines and many other products.

cloud: A plume of molecules or particles, such as water droplets, that move under the action of an outside
force, such as wind, radiation or water currents. (in atmospheric science) A mass of airborne water droplets and
ice crystals that travel as a plume, usually high in Earth’s atmosphere. Its movement is driven by winds. 
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colleague: Someone who works with another; a co-worker or team member.

commentary: (in science) An opinion piece, often written to accompany — and add perspective to — a paper
by others, which describes new research findings.

computer model: A program that runs on a computer that creates a model, or simulation, of a real-world
feature, phenomenon or event.

coronavirus: A family of viruses named for the crown-like spikes on their surface (corona means “crown” in
Latin). Coronaviruses cause the common cold. The family also includes viruses that cause far more serious
infections, including SARS.

COVID-19: A name given the coronavirus that caused a massive outbreak of potentially lethal disease, beginning
in December 2019. Symptoms included pneumonia, fever, headaches and trouble breathing.

decode: To convert a hidden or secret message into a language that can be understood.

develop: To emerge or to make come into being, either naturally or through human intervention, such as by
manufacturing.

diameter: The length of a straight line that runs through the center of a circle or spherical object, starting at
the edge on one side and ending at the edge on the far side.

drag: A slowing force exerted by air or other fluid surrounding a moving object.

engineer: A person who uses science to solve problems. As a verb, to engineer means to design a device,
material or process that will solve some problem or unmet need. (v.) To perform these tasks, or the name for a
person who performs such tasks.

exhaust : (in engineering) Gases and fine particles emitted — often at high speed and/or pressure — by some
process.

factor: Something that plays a role in a particular condition or event; a contributor.

flu: Short for influenza. It is a highly contagious viral infection of the respiratory passages causing fever and
severe aching. It often occurs as an epidemic.

fluid mechanics: The study of the properties of fluids (liquids and gases) and their reactions to the forces
acting upon them under various conditions.

friction: The resistance that one surface or object encounters when moving over or through another material
(such as a fluid or a gas). Friction generally causes a heating, which can damage a surface of some material as it
rubs against another.

genetic: Having to do with chromosomes, DNA and the genes contained within DNA. The field of science
dealing with these biological instructions is known as genetics. People who work in this field are geneticists.

germ: Any one-celled microorganism, such as a bacterium or fungal species, or a virus particle. Some germs
cause disease. Others can promote the health of more complex organisms, including birds and mammals. The
health effects of most germs, however, remain unknown.

Iceland: A largely arctic nation in the North Atlantic, sitting between Greenland and the western edge of
Northern Europe. Its volcanic island was settled between the late 800s and 1100 by immigrants from Norway and



Celtic lands (ones governed by the Scots and Irish). It is currently home to roughly a third of a million people.

infection: (v. infect ; adj. infectious) A disease that can spread from one organism to another. It’s usually
caused by some type of germ.

laser: A device that generates an intense beam of coherent light of a single color. Lasers are used in drilling and
cutting, alignment and guidance, in data storage and in surgery.

mechanical engineer: Someone trained in a research field that uses physics to study motion and the
properties of materials to design, build and/or test devices.

mechanics: The study of how things move.

micrometer: (sometimes called a micron) One thousandth of a millimeter, or one millionth of a meter. It’s also
equivalent to a few one-hundred-thousandths of an inch.

model: A simulation of a real-world event (usually using a computer) that has been developed to predict one or
more likely outcomes. Or an individual that is meant to display how something would work in or look on others.

mortality: Deaths. From mortal, meaning deadly.

National Institutes of Health: (or NIH) This is the largest biomedical research organization in the world. A
part of the U.S. government, it consists of 21 separate institutes — such as the National Cancer Institute and the
National Human Genome Research Institute — and six additional centers. Most are located on a 300 acre facility
in Bethesda, Md., a campus containing 75 buildings. The institutes employ nearly 6,000 scientists and provide
research funding to more than 300,000 additional researchers working at more than 2,500 other institutions
around the world.

pandemic: An epidemic that affects a large proportion of the population across a country or the world.

particle: A minute amount of something.

range: The full extent or distribution of something. For instance, a plant or animal’s range is the area over which
it naturally exists. (in math or for measurements) The extent to which variation in values is possible. Also, the
distance within which something can be reached or perceived.

respiratory: Of or referring to parts of the body involved in breathing (called the respiratory system). It includes
the lungs, nose, sinuses, throat and other large airways.

risk: The chance or mathematical likelihood that some bad thing might happen. For instance, exposure to
radiation poses a risk of cancer. Or the hazard — or peril — itself. (For instance: Among cancer risks that the people
faced were radiation and drinking water tainted with arsenic.)

SARS-CoV-2: A coronavirus that emerged in Wuhan, China, in late December 2019. It would go on to cause
widespread — and sometimes lethal — disease throughout China and many other nations. Its name reflects its
close similarity to the original coronavirus known as SARS (for severe acute respiratory syndrome). That SARS
virus sparked a global outbreak of disease in 2003.

social distancing: A term for the intentional separation of people to limit the chance that a disease can be
passed from one to another.

symptom: A physical or mental indicator generally regarded to be characteristic of a disease. Sometimes a
single symptom — especially a general one, such as fever or pain — can be a sign of any of many different types



of injury or disease.

technology: The application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes, especially in industry — or the
devices, processes and systems that result from those efforts.

transmission: Something that is conveyed or sent along. (in mechanics) In a liquid-fueled vehicle, the machinery
used to transfer power from the engine to the drive wheels. (In medicine) To spread a disease or toxic agent.

turbulent : (n. turbulence)  An adjective for the unpredictable fluctuation of a fluid (including air) in which its
velocity varies irregularly instead of maintaining a steady or calm flow.

velocity: The speed of something in a given direction.

virologist : A researcher who studies viruses and the diseases they cause.

virus: Tiny infectious particles consisting of RNA or DNA surrounded by protein. Viruses can reproduce only by
injecting their genetic material into the cells of living creatures. Although scientists frequently refer to viruses as
live or dead, in fact no virus is truly alive. It doesn’t eat like animals do, or make its own food the way plants do. It
must hijack the cellular machinery of a living cell in order to survive.

World Health Organization: An agency of the United Nations, established in 1948, to promote health and to
control communicable diseases. It is based in Geneva, Switzerland. The United Nations relies on the WHO for
providing international leadership on global health matters. This organization also helps shape the research
agenda for health issues and sets standards for pollutants and other things that could pose a risk to health. WHO
also regularly reviews data to set policies for maintaining health and a healthy environment.
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